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The crossover literary sensation...now in paperback! Through the lens of Kelly Link's vivid
imagination, nothing is what it seems, and everything deserves a second look. From the multiple
award- winning "The Faery Handbag," in which a teenager's grandmother carries an entire
village (or is it a man-eating dog?) in her handbag, to the near-future of "The Surfer," whose
narrator (a soccer-playing skeptic) waits with a planeload of refugees for the aliens to arrive,
these ten stories are funny and full of unexpected insights and skewed perspectives on the
world. Kelly Link's fans range from Michael Chabon to Peter Buck of R.E.M. to Holly Black of
Spiderwick Chronicles fame. Now teens can have their world rocked too!

"Readers as yet unfamiliar with Link ("Magic for Beginners") will be excited to discover her
singular voice in this collection of nine short stories, her first book for young adults. The first
entry, “The Wrong Grave,” immediately demonstrates her rare talents: a deadpan narration that
conceals the author's metafictional sleight-of-hand ("Miles had always been impulsive. I think
you should know that right up front"); subjects that range from absurd to mundane, all observed
with equidistant irony. Miles, hoping to recover the poems he's buried with his dead girlfriend,
digs up what appears to be the wrong corpse ("It's a mistake anyone could make," interjects the
narrator), who regains life and visits her mother, a lapsed Buddhist ("Mrs. Baldwin had taken her
Buddhism very seriously, once, before substitute teaching had knocked it out of her"). Other
stories have more overtly magical or intertextual themes; in each, Link's peppering of her prose
with random associations dislocates readers from the ordinary. With a quirky, fairytale style
evocative of Neil Gaiman, the author mingles the grotesque and the ethereal to make magic on
the page."–Publishers Weekly, starred review"Although some of Link’s work appears in other YA
and adult short-story anthologies, this is her first collection wholly aimed at a young-adult
audience. Weirdly wonderful and a touch macabre, the nine short stories take readers into
worlds with elements of reality but also supply a fantastic twist. The opening story, “The Wrong
Grave,” plays into the current trend of books featuring the dead and the undead; in it, a boy
whose girlfriend dies wants to dig her up to retrieve the poems he put in her coffin. “Magic for
Beginners” centers on a boy whose closest friendships form around a TV show with a loyal
following but no set broadcast time or channel. Erudite, economical word choices give readers a
strong sense of setting without drowning them in adjectives. The humor is dry and the
characters are easy to relate to, even in alien (literally and figuratively) settings. Fantasy readers
used to long, single tomes may hesitate at the short-story format, but once they see these, they
will want more."–Kirkus Reviews, starred review"Link, who has two breathlessly received books
of strange, surrealistic tales for adults under her belt, makes the leap into the YA fold with this
collection of short stories (most previously published in separate anthologies) that tug at the



seams of reality, sometimes gently, sometimes violently. In nearly every one of these startlingly,
sometimes confoundingly original stories, Link defies expectations with such terrific turnarounds
that you are left precipitously wondering not only “What’s going to happen now?” but also “Wait,
what just happened?” Her conception of fantasy is so unique that when she uses words like
ghost or magic, they mean something very different than they do anywhere else. Perhaps most
surprisingly—and memorably— is Link’s dedicated deadpan delivery that drives home how
funny she can be, no matter how dark the material gets. After gobbling up a group of campers, a
monster with a self-proclaimed sense of humor bargains with the terrified lone survivor, “How
about if I only eat you if you say the number that I’m thinking of? I promise I won’t cheat. I
probably won’t cheat.” Shaun Tan contributes a handful of small illustrations that are, of course,
just plain delightful."–Booklist, starred review"In her first collection of stories for young adults,
Link upends traditional horror, science fiction, and fantasy motifs, creating original, quirky, and
distinctly beautiful literary landscapes. Honed, brilliant language renders blood, werewolves,
ghosts, magic, and monsters sublime–at times even funny. Readers will relish uncertainty in
these savory, strange stories and never feel quite sure of their footing. They proceed giddily,
jumping from one uncanny premise, phrase, or image to the next, eventually stumbling upon a
revelation that hits them like the snap of a rubber band. Clever resolutions and tricky plots place
teens on delightfully circuitous reading paths. Unexpected endings force them to double back
and reconsider each story from the beginning. In this second read, young adults might notice
Link’s seamless incorporation of their own experiences. Awkward adolescence, uncomfortable
first love, frustrating parents, and complicated friendships surface quietly amid wonderfully
knotty, twisted plots and incandescent imagery. This compilation of intricate, transfixing
selections succeeds in making the weird wonderful and the grotesque absolutely gorgeous."–
School Library Journal--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKelly Link lives
in Northampton, Massachusetts, where she and her husband, Gavin J. Grant, run Small Beer
Press and publish the zine Lady Churchill’s Rosebud Wristlet (www.lcrw.net). --This text refers to
the paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Readers as yet unfamiliar with
Link (Magic for Beginners) will be excited to discover her singular voice in this collection of nine
short stories, her first book for young adults. The first entry, The Wrong Grave, immediately
demonstrates her rare talents: a deadpan narration that conceals the author's metafictional
sleight-of-hand (Miles had always been impulsive. I think you should know that right up front);
subjects that range from absurd to mundane, all observed with equidistant irony. Miles, hoping to
recover the poems he's buried with his dead girlfriend, digs up what appears to be the wrong
corpse (It's a mistake anyone could make, interjects the narrator), who regains life and visits her
mother, a lapsed Buddhist (Mrs. Baldwin had taken her Buddhism very seriously, once, before
substitute teaching had knocked it out of her'). Other stories have more overtly magical or
intertextual themes; in each, Link's peppering of her prose with random associations dislocates
readers from the ordinary. With a quirky, fairytale style evocative of Neil Gaiman, the author
mingles the grotesque and the ethereal to make magic on the page. Ages 12–up. Copyright ©



Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From School Library JournalGrade 9 Up—In her first
collection of stories for young adults, Link upends traditional horror, science fiction, and fantasy
motifs, creating original, quirky, and distinctly beautiful literary landscapes. Honed, brilliant
language renders blood, werewolves, ghosts, magic, and monsters sublime—at times even
funny. Readers will relish uncertainty in these savory, strange stories and never feel quite sure of
their footing. They proceed giddily, jumping from one uncanny premise, phrase, or image to the
next, eventually stumbling upon a revelation that hits them like the snap of a rubber band. Clever
resolutions and tricky plots place teens on delightfully circuitous reading paths. Unexpected
endings force them to double back and reconsider each story from the beginning. In this second
read, young adults might notice Link's seamless incorporation of their own experiences.
Awkward adolescence, uncomfortable first love, frustrating parents, and complicated friendships
surface quietly amid wonderfully knotty, twisted plots and incandescent imagery. This
compilation of intricate, transfixing selections succeeds in making the weird wonderful and the
grotesque absolutely gorgeous.—Shelley Huntington, New York Public LibraryCopyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From Booklist*Starred Review* Link, who has two breathlessly
received books of strange, surrealistic tales for adults under her belt, makes the leap into the YA
fold with this collection of short stories (most previously published in separate anthologies) that
tug at the seams of reality, sometimes gently, sometimes violently. In nearly every one of these
startlingly, sometimes confoundingly original stories, Link defies expectations with such terrific
turnarounds that you are left precipitously wondering not only “What’s going to happen now?”
but also “Wait, what just happened?” Her conception of fantasy is so unique that when she uses
words like ghost or magic, they mean something very different than they do anywhere else.
Perhaps most surprisingly—and memorably— is Link’s dedicated deadpan delivery that drives
home how funny she can be, no matter how dark the material gets. After gobbling up a group of
campers, a monster with a self-proclaimed sense of humor bargains with the terrified lone
survivor, “How about if I only eat you if you say the number that I’m thinking of? I promise I won’t
cheat. I probably won’t cheat.” Shaun Tan contributes a handful of small illustrations that are, of
course, just plain delightful. Grades 9-12. --Ian Chipman --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Rio Hondo Workshop, Richard Butner and John Kessel and the Sycamore Hill Workshop.
Eternal thanks to my agent, Renee Zuckerbrot, and to Whitney Lee and Jenny Meyer. Thanks to
Jim Hoover, for designing such a beautiful book. Thanks to Shaun Tan, whose illustrations have
let me see some of these stories for the first time. Partial inspiration for “The Specialist’s Hat”
came from an exhibit at the Peabody Museum in Cambridge, MA: the longest poem in that story
begins with a passage stuck up beside an empty exhibit case. Also adapted, for the same story,
is a passage about snake whiskey from an outdoor folklore exhibit I visited in Raleigh, North
Carolina. While working on this collection, I was supported by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts. The stories in this collection owe a particular debt to the short stories
and novels of Joan Aiken, Diana Wynne Jones, Robert Westall, Ursula K. Le Guin, and to the
anthologies of Helen Hoke. Finally, thanks to my husband, Gavin, for the window display and
everything since then.Anyone might accidentally dig up the wrong grave.THE WRONG
GRAVEALL OF THIS happened because a boy I once knew named Miles Sperry decided to go
into the resurrectionist business and dig up the grave of his girlfriend, Bethany Baldwin, who had
been dead for not quite a year. Miles planned to do this in order to recover the sheaf of poems
he had, in what he’d felt was a beautiful and romantic gesture, put into her casket. Or possibly it
had just been a really dumb thing to do. He hadn’t made copies. Miles had always been
impulsive. I think you should know that right up front.He’d tucked the poems, handwritten, tear-
stained and with cross-outs, under Bethany’s hands. Her fingers had felt like candles, fat and
waxy and pleasantly cool, until you remembered that they were fingers. And he couldn’t help
noticing that there was something wrong about her breasts, they seemed larger. If Bethany had
known that she was going to die, would she have gone all the way with him? One of his poems
was about that, about how now they never would, how it was too late now. Carpe diem before
you run out of diem.Bethany’s eyes were closed, someone had done that, too, just like they’d
arranged her hands, and even her smile looked composed, in the wrong sense of the word.
Miles wasn’t sure how you made someone smile after they were dead. Bethany didn’t look much
like she had when she’d been alive. That had been only a few days ago. Now she seemed
smaller, and also, oddly, larger. It was the nearest Miles had ever been to a dead person, and he
stood there, looking at Bethany, wishing two things: that he was dead, too, and also that it had
seemed appropriate to bring along his notebook and a pen. He felt he should be taking notes.
After all, this was the most significant thing that had ever happened to Miles. A great change was
occurring within him, moment by singular moment.Poets were supposed to be in the moment,
and also stand outside the moment, looking in. For example, Miles had never noticed before, but
Bethany’s ears were slightly lopsided. One was smaller and slightly higher up. Not that he would
have cared, or written a poem about it, or even mentioned it to her, ever, in case it made her self-
conscious, but it was a fact and now that he’d noticed it he thought it might have driven him
crazy, not mentioning it: he bent over and kissed Bethany’s forehead, breathing in. She smelled
like a new car. Miles’s mind was full of poetic thoughts. Every cloud had a silver lining, except
there was probably a more interesting and meaningful way to say that, and death wasn’t really a



cloud. He thought about what it was: more like an earthquake, maybe, or falling from a great
height and smacking into the ground, really hard, which knocked the wind out of you and made it
hard to sleep or wake up or eat or care about things like homework or whether there was
anything good on TV. And death was foggy, too, but also prickly, so maybe instead of a cloud, a
fog made of little sharp things. Needles. Every death fog has a lot of silver needles. Did that
make sense? Did it scan?Then the thought came to Miles like the tolling of a large and leaden
bell that Bethany was dead. This may sound strange, but in my experience it’s strange and it’s
also just how it works. You wake up and you remember that the person you loved is dead. And
then you think: really?Then you think how strange it is, how you have to remind yourself that the
person you loved is dead, and even while you’re thinking about that, the thought comes to you
again that the person you loved is dead. And it’s the same stupid fog, the same needles or mallet
to the intestines or whatever worse thing you want to call it, all over again. But you’ll see for
yourself someday.Miles stood there, remembering, until Bethany’s mother, Mrs. Baldwin, came
up beside him. Her eyes were dry, but her hair was a mess. She’d only managed to put eye
shadow on one eyelid. She was wearing jeans and one of Bethany’s old T-shirts. Not even one of
Bethany’s favorite T-shirts. Miles felt embarrassed for her, and for Bethany, too.“What’s that?”
Mrs. Baldwin said. Her voice sounded rusty and outlandish, as if she were translating from some
other language. Something Indo-Germanic, perhaps.“My poems. Poems I wrote for her,” Miles
said. He felt very solemn. This was a historic moment. One day Miles’s biographers would write
about this. “Three haikus, a sestina, and two villanelles. Some longer pieces. No one else will
ever read them.”Mrs. Baldwin looked into Miles’s face with her terrible, dry eyes. “I see,” she said.
“She said you were a lousy poet.” She put her hand down into the casket, smoothed Bethany’s
favorite dress, the one with spider webs, and several holes through which you could see
Bethany’s itchy black tights. She patted Bethany’s hands, and said, “Well, good-bye, old girl.
Don’t forget to send a postcard.”Don’t ask me what she meant by this. Sometimes Bethany’s
mother said strange things. She was a lapsed Buddhist and a substitute math teacher. Once
she’d caught Miles cheating on an algebra quiz. Relations between Miles and Mrs. Baldwin had
not improved during the time that Bethany and Miles were dating, and Miles couldn’t decide
whether or not to believe her about Bethany not liking his poetry. Substitute teachers had
strange senses of humor when they had them at all.He almost reached into the casket and took
his poetry back. But Mrs. Baldwin would have thought that she’d proved something; that she’d
won. Not that this was a situation where anyone was going to win anything. This was a funeral,
not a game show. Nobody was going to get to take Bethany home.Mrs. Baldwin looked at Miles
and Miles looked back. Bethany wasn’t looking at anyone. The two people that Bethany had
loved most in the world could see, through that dull hateful fog, what the other was thinking, just
for a minute, and although you weren’t there and even if you had been you wouldn’t have known
what they were thinking anyway, I’ll tell you. I wish it had been me, Miles thought. And Mrs.
Baldwin thought, I wish it had been you, too.Miles put his hands into the pockets of his new suit,
turned, and left Mrs. Baldwin standing there. He went and sat next to his own mother, who was



trying very hard not to cry. She’d liked Bethany. Everyone had liked Bethany. A few rows in front,
a girl named April Lamb was picking her nose in some kind of frenzy of grief. When they got to
the cemetery, there was another funeral service going on, the burial of the girl who had been in
the other car, and the two groups of mourners glared at each other as they parked their cars and
tried to figure out which grave site to gather around.Two florists had misspelled Bethany’s name
on the ugly wreaths, BERTHANY and also BETHONY, just like tribe members did when they
were voting each other out on the television show Survivor, which had always been Bethany’s
favorite thing about Survivor. Bethany had been an excellent speller, although the Lutheran
minister who was conducting the sermon didn’t mention that.Miles had an uncomfortable
feeling: he became aware that he couldn’t wait to get home and call Bethany, to tell her all about
this, about everything that had happened since she’d died. He sat and waited until the feeling
wore off. It was a feeling he was getting used to.Bethany had liked Miles because he made her
laugh. He makes me laugh, too. Miles figured that digging up Bethany’s grave, even that would
have made her laugh. Bethany had had a great laugh, which went up and up like a clarinetist on
an escalator. It wasn’t annoying. It had been delightful, if you liked that kind of laugh. It would
have made Bethany laugh that Miles Googled grave digging in order to educate himself. He read
an Edgar Allan Poe story, he watched several relevant episodes of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and
he bought Vicks VapoRub, which you were supposed to apply under your nose. He bought
equipment at Target: a special, battery-operated, telescoping shovel, a set of wire cutters, a
flashlight, extra batteries for the shovel and flashlight, and even a Velcro headband with a
headlamp that came with a special red lens filter, so that you were less likely to be noticed.Miles
printed out a map of the cemetery so that he could find his way to Bethany’s grave off Weeping
Fish Lane, even—as an acquaintance of mine once remarked—“in the dead of night when
naught can be seen, so pitch is the dark.” (Not that the dark would be very pitch. Miles had
picked a night when the moon would be full.) The map was also just in case, because he’d seen
movies where the dead rose from their graves. You wanted to have all the exits marked in a
situation like that.He told his mother that he was spending the night at his friend John’s house.
He told his friend John not to tell his mother anything.If Miles had Googled “poetry” as well as
“digging up graves,” he would have discovered that his situation was not without precedent. The
poet and painter Dante Gabriel Rossetti also buried his poetry with his dead lover. Rossetti, too,
had regretted this gesture, had eventually decided to dig up his lover to get back his poems. I’m
telling you this so that you never make the same mistake.I can’t tell you whether Dante Gabriel
Rossetti was a better poet than Miles, although Rossetti had a sister, Christina Rossetti, who
was really something. But you’re not interested in my views on poetry. I know you better than
that, even if you don’t know me. You’re waiting for me to get to the part about grave digging.Miles
had a couple of friends and he thought about asking someone to come along on the expedition.
But no one except for Bethany knew that Miles wrote poetry. And Bethany had been dead for a
while. Eleven months, in fact, which was one month longer than Bethany had been Miles’s
girlfriend. Long enough that Miles was beginning to make his way out of the fog and the needles.



Long enough that he could listen to certain songs on the radio again. Long enough that
sometimes there was something dreamlike about his memories of Bethany, as if she’d been a
movie that he’d seen a long time ago, late at night on television. Long enough that when he tried
to reconstruct the poems he’d written her, especially the villanelle, which had been, in his
opinion, really quite good, he couldn’t. It was as if when he’d put those poems into the casket, he
hadn’t just given Bethany the only copies of some poems, but had instead given away those
shining, perfect lines, given them away so thoroughly that he’d never be able to write them out
again. Miles knew that Bethany was dead. There was nothing to do about that. But the poetry
was different. You have to salvage what you can, even if you’re the one who buried it in the first
place.You might think at certain points in this story that I’m being hard on Miles, that I’m not
sympathetic to his situation. This isn’t true. I’m as fond of Miles as I am of anyone else. I don’t
think he’s any stupider or any bit less special or remarkable than—for example—you. Anyone
might accidentally dig up the wrong grave. It’s a mistake anyone could make.The moon was full
and the map was easy to read even without the aid of the flashlight. The cemetery was full of
cats. Don’t ask me why. Miles was not afraid. He was resolute. The battery-operated telescoping
shovel at first refused to untelescope. He’d tested it in his own backyard, but here, in the
cemetery, it seemed unbearably loud. It scared off the cats for a while, but it didn’t draw any
unwelcome attention. The cats came back. Miles set aside the moldering wreaths and bouquets,
and then he used his wire cutters to trace a rectangle. He stuck the telescoping shovel under
and pried up fat squares of sod above Bethany’s grave. He stacked them up like carpet samples
and got to work.By two A.M., Miles had knotted a length of rope at short, regular intervals for
footholds, and then looped it around a tree, so he’d be able to climb out of the grave again, once
he’d retrieved his poetry. He was waist-deep in the hole he’d made. The night was warm and he
was sweating. It was hard work, directing the shovel. Every once in a while it telescoped while he
was using it. He’d borrowed his mother’s gardening gloves to keep from getting blisters, but still
his hands were getting tired. The gloves were too big. His arms ached.By three thirty, Miles could
no longer see out of the grave in any direction except up. A large white cat came and peered
down at Miles, grew bored and left again. The moon moved over Miles’s head like a spotlight. He
began to wield the shovel more carefully. He didn’t want to damage Bethany’s casket. When the
shovel struck something that was not dirt, Miles remembered that he’d left the Vicks VapoRub on
his bed at home. He improvised with a cherry ChapStick he found in his pocket. Now he used his
garden-gloved hands to dig and to smooth dirt away. The bloody light emanating from his Velcro
headband picked out the ingenious telescoping ridges of the discarded shovel, the little rocks
and worms and worm-like roots that poked out of the dirt walls of Miles’s excavation, the
smoother lid of Bethany’s casket.Miles realized he was standing on the lid. Perhaps he should
have made the hole a bit wider. It would be difficult to get the lid open while standing on it. He
needed to pee: there was that as well. When he came back, he shone his flashlight into the
grave. It seemed to him that the lid of the coffin was slightly ajar. Was that possible? Had he
damaged the hinges with the telescoping shovel, or kicked the lid askew somehow when he was



shimmying up the rope? He essayed a slow, judicious sniff, but all he smelled was dirt and
cherry ChapStick. He applied more cherry ChapStick. Then he lowered himself down into the
grave.The lid wobbled when he tested it with his feet. He decided that if he kept hold of the rope,
and slid his foot down and under the lid, like so, then perhaps he could cantilever the lid up—It
was very strange. It felt as if something had hold of his foot. He tried to tug it free, but no, his foot
was stuck, caught in some kind of vise or grip. He lowered the toe of his other hiking boot down
into the black gap between the coffin and its lid, and tentatively poked it forward, but this
produced no result. He’d have to let go of the rope and lift the lid with his hands. Balance like so,
carefully, carefully, on the thin rim of the casket. Figure out how he was caught.It was hard work,
balancing and lifting at the same time, although the one foot was still firmly wedged in its
accidental toehold. Miles became aware of his own breathing, the furtive scuffling noise of his
other boot against the coffin lid. Even the red beam of his lamp as it pitched and swung, back
and forth, up and down in the narrow space, seemed unutterably noisy. “Shit, shit, shit,” Miles
whispered. It was either that or else scream. He got his fingers under the lid of the coffin on
either side of his feet and bent his wobbly knees so he wouldn’t hurt his back, lifting. Something
touched the fingers of his right hand.No, his fingers had touched something. Don’t be ridiculous,
Miles. He yanked the lid up as fast and hard as he could, the way you would rip off a bandage if
you suspected there were baby spiders hatching under it. “Shit, shit, shit, shit, shit!”He yanked
and someone else pushed. The lid shot up and fell back against the opposite embankment of
dirt. The dead girl who had hold of Miles’s boot let go.This was the first of the many unexpected
and unpleasant shocks that Miles was to endure for the sake of poetry. The second was the
sickening—no, shocking—shock that he had dug up the wrong grave, the wrong dead girl.The
wrong dead girl was lying there, smiling up at him, and her eyes were open. She was several
years older than Bethany. She was taller and had a significantly more developed rack. She even
had a tattoo.The smile of the wrong dead girl was white and orthodontically perfected. Bethany
had had braces that turned kissing into a heroic feat. You had to kiss around braces, slide your
tongue up or sideways or under, like navigating through barbed wire: a delicious, tricky trip
through No Man’s Land. Bethany pursed her mouth forward when she kissed. If Miles forgot and
mashed his lips down too hard on hers, she whacked him on the back of his head. This was one
of the things about his relationship with Bethany that Miles remembered vividly, looking down at
the wrong dead girl.The wrong dead girl spoke first. “Knock knock,” she said.“What?” Miles
said.“Knock knock,” the wrong dead girl said again.“Who’s there?” Miles said.“Gloria,” the wrong
dead girl said. “Gloria Palnick. Who are you and what are you doing in my grave?”“This isn’t your
grave,” Miles said, aware that he was arguing with a dead girl, and the wrong dead girl at that.
“This is Bethany’s grave. What are you doing in Bethany’s grave?”“Oh no,” Gloria Palnick said.
“This is my grave and I get to ask the questions.”A notion crept, like little dead cat feet, over
Miles. Possibly he had made a dangerous and deeply embarrassing mistake. “Poetry,” he
managed to say. “There was some poetry that I, ah, that I accidentally left in my girlfriend’s
casket. And there’s a deadline for a poetry contest coming up, and so I really, really needed to



get it back.”The dead girl stared at him. There was something about her hair that Miles didn’t
like.“Excuse me, but are you for real?” she said. “This sounds like one of those lame excuses.
The dog ate my homework. I accidentally buried my poetry with my dead girlfriend.”“Look,” Miles
said, “I checked the tombstone and everything. This is supposed to be Bethany’s grave. Bethany
Baldwin. I’m really sorry I bothered you and everything, but this isn’t really my fault.” The dead girl
just stared at him thoughtfully. He wished that she would blink. She wasn’t smiling anymore. Her
hair, lank and black, where Bethany’s had been brownish and frizzy in summer, was writhing a
little, like snakes. Miles thought of centipedes. Inky midnight tentacles.“Maybe I should just go
away,” Miles said. “Leave you to, ah, rest in peace or whatever.”“I don’t think sorry cuts the
mustard here,” Gloria Palnick said. She barely moved her mouth when she spoke, Miles noticed.
And yet her enunciation was fine. “Besides, I’m sick of this place. It’s boring. Maybe I’ll just come
along with.”“What?” Miles said. He felt behind himself, surreptitiously, for the knotted rope.“I said,
maybe I’ll come with you,” Gloria Palnick said. She sat up. Her hair was really coiling around,
really seething now. Miles thought he could hear hissing noises.“You can’t do that!” he said. “I’m
sorry, but no. Just no.”“Well then, you stay here and keep me company,” Gloria Palnick said. Her
hair was really something.“I can’t do that either,” Miles said, trying to explain quickly, before the
dead girl’s hair decided to strangle him. “I’m going to be a poet. It would be a great loss to the
world if I never got a chance to publish my poetry.”“I see,” Gloria Palnick said, as if she did, in
fact, see a great deal. Her hair settled back down on her shoulders and began to act a lot more
like hair. “You don’t want me to come home with you. You don’t want to stay here with me. Then
how about this? If you’re such a great poet, then write me a poem. Write something about me so
that everyone will be sad that I died.”“I could do that,” Miles said. Relief bubbled up through his
middle like tiny doughnuts in an industrial deep-fat fryer. “Let’s do that. You lie down and make
yourself comfortable and I’ll rebury you. Today I’ve got a quiz in American History, and I was
going to study for it during my free period after lunch, but I could write a poem for you
instead.”“Today is Saturday,” the dead girl said.“Oh, hey,” Miles said. “Then no problem. I’ll go
straight home and work on your poem. Should be done by Monday.”“Not so fast,” Gloria Palnick
said. “You need to know all about my life and about me, if you’re going to write a poem about me,
right? And how do I know you’ll write a poem if I let you bury me again? How will I know if the
poem’s any good? No dice. I’m coming home with you and I’m sticking around until I get my
poem. ’Kay?”She stood up. She was several inches taller than Miles. “Do you have any
ChapStick?” she said. “My lips are really dry.”“Here,” Miles said. Then, “You can keep it.”“Oh,
afraid of dead girl cooties,” Gloria Palnick said. She smacked her lips at him in an upsetting
way.“I’ll climb up first,” Miles said. He had the idea that if he could just get up the rope, if he could
yank the rope up after himself fast enough, he might be able to run away, get to the fence where
he’d chained up his bike, before Gloria managed to get out. It wasn’t like she knew where he
lived. She didn’t even know his name.“Fine,” Gloria said. She looked like she knew what Miles
was thinking and didn’t really care. By the time Miles had bolted up the rope, yanking it up out of
the grave, abandoning the telescoping shovel, the wire cutters, the wronged dead girl, and had



unlocked his road bike and was racing down the empty 5 A.M. road, the little red dot of light from
his headlamp falling into potholes, he’d almost managed to persuade himself that it had all been
a grisly hallucination. Except for the fact that the dead girl’s cold dead arms were around his
waist, suddenly, and her cold dead face was pressed against his back, her damp hair coiling
around his head and tapping at his mouth, burrowing down his filthy shirt.“Don’t leave me like
that again,” she said.“No,” Miles said. “I won’t. Sorry.”He couldn’t take the dead girl home. He
couldn’t think of how to explain it to his parents. No, no, no. He didn’t want to take her over to
John’s house either. It was far too complicated. Not just the girl, but he was covered in dirt. John
wouldn’t be able to keep his big mouth shut.“Where are we going?” the dead girl said.“I know a
place,” Miles said. “Could you please not put your hands under my shirt? They’re really cold. And
your fingernails are kind of sharp.”“Sorry,” the dead girl said.They rode along in silence until they
were passing the 7-Eleven at the corner of Eighth and Walnut, and the dead girl said, “Could we
stop for a minute? I’d like some beef jerky. And a Diet Coke.”Miles braked. “Beef jerky?” he said.
“Is that what dead people eat?”“It’s the preservatives,” the dead girl said, somewhat
obscurely.Miles gave up. He steered the bike into the parking lot. “Let go, please,” he said. The
dead girl let go. He got off the bike and turned around. He’d been wondering just exactly how
she’d managed to sit behind him on the bike, and he saw that she was sitting above the rear tire
on a cushion of her horrible, shiny hair. Her legs were stretched out on either side, toes in black
combat boots floating just above the asphalt, and yet the bike didn’t fall over. It just hung there
under her. For the first time in almost a month, Miles found himself thinking about Bethany as if
she were still alive: Bethany is never going to believe this. But then, Bethany had never believed
in anything like ghosts. She’d hardly believed in the school dress code. She definitely wouldn’t
have believed in a dead girl who could float around on her hair like it was an anti-gravity device.“I
can also speak fluent Spanish,” Gloria Palnick said.Miles reached into his back pocket for his
wallet, and discovered that the pocket was full of dirt. “I can’t go in there,” he said. “For one thing,
I’m a kid and it’s five in the morning. Also I look like I just escaped from a gang of naked mole
rats. I’m filthy.”The dead girl just looked at him. He said, coaxingly, “You should go in. You’re older.
I’ll give you all the money I’ve got. You go in and I’ll stay out here and work on the poem.”“You’ll
ride off and leave me here,” the dead girl said. She didn’t sound angry, just matter of fact. But her
hair was beginning to float up. It lifted her up off Miles’s bike in a kind of hairy cloud and then
plaited itself down her back in a long, business-like rope.“I won’t,” Miles promised. “Here. Take
this. Buy whatever you want.”Gloria Palnick took the money. “How very generous of you,” she
said.“No problem,” Miles told her. “I’ll wait here.” And he did wait. He waited until Gloria Palnick
went into the 7-Eleven. Then he counted to thirty, waited one second more, got back on his bike
and rode away. By the time he’d made it to the meditation cabin in the woods back behind
Bethany’s mother’s house, where he and Bethany had liked to sit and play Monopoly, Miles felt
as if things were under control again, more or less. There is nothing so calming as a meditation
cabin where long, boring games of Monopoly have taken place. He’d clean up in the cabin sink,
and maybe take a nap. Bethany’s mother never went out there. Her ex-husband’s meditation



clothes, his scratchy prayer mat, all his Buddhas and scrolls and incense holders and posters of
Che Guevara were still out here. Miles had snuck into the cabin a few times since Bethany’s
death, to sit in the dark and listen to the plink-plink of the meditation fountain and think about
things. He was sure Bethany’s mother wouldn’t have minded if she knew, although he hadn’t
ever asked, just in case. Which had been wise of him.The key to the cabin was on the beam just
above the door, but he didn’t need it after all. The door stood open. There was a smell of
incense, and of other things: cherry ChapStick and dirt and beef jerky. There was a pair of black
combat boots beside the door.Miles squared his shoulders. I have to admit that he was behaving
sensibly here, finally. Finally. Because—and Miles and I are in agreement for once—if the dead
girl could follow him somewhere before he even knew exactly where he was going, then there
was no point in running away. Anywhere he went she’d already be there. Miles took off his shoes,
because you were supposed to take off your shoes when you went into the cabin. It was a
gesture of respect. He put them down beside the combat boots and went inside. The waxed pine
floor felt silky under his bare feet. He looked down and saw that he was walking on Gloria
Palnick’s hair.“Sorry!” Miles said. He meant several things by that. He meant sorry for walking on
your hair. Sorry for riding off and leaving you in the 7-Eleven after promising that I wouldn’t. Sorry
for the grave wrong I’ve done you. But most of all he meant sorry, dead girl, that I ever dug you
up in the first place.“Don’t mention it,” the dead girl said. “Want some jerky?”“Sure,” he said. He
felt he had no other choice.He was beginning to feel he would have liked this dead girl under
other circumstances, despite her annoying, bullying hair. She had poise. A sense of humor. She
seemed to have what his mother called stick-to-itiveness; what the AP English Exam prefers to
call tenacity. Miles recognized the quality. He had it in no small degree himself. The dead girl was
also extremely pretty, if you ignored the hair. You might think less of Miles that he thought so well
of the dead girl, that this was a betrayal of Bethany. Miles felt it was a betrayal. But he thought
that Bethany might have liked the dead girl too. She would certainly have liked her tattoo.“How is
the poem coming?” the dead girl said.“There’s not a lot that rhymes with Gloria,” Miles said. “Or
Palnick.”“Toothpick,” said the dead girl. There was a fragment of jerky caught in her teeth.
“Euphoria.”“Maybe you should write the stupid poem,” Miles said. There was an awkward pause,
broken only by the almost-noiseless glide of hair retreating across a pine floor. Miles sat down,
sweeping the floor with his hand, just in case.“You were going to tell me something about your
life,” he said.“Boring,” Gloria Palnick said. “Short. Over.”“That’s not much to work with. Unless you
want a haiku.”“Tell me about this girl you were trying to dig up,” Gloria said. “The one you wrote
the poetry for.”“Her name was Bethany,” Miles said. “She died in a car crash.”“Was she pretty?”
Gloria said.“Yeah,” Miles said.“You liked her a lot,” Gloria said.“Yeah,” Miles said.“Are you sure
you’re a poet?” Gloria asked.Miles was silent. He gnawed his jerky ferociously. It tasted like dirt.
Maybe he’d write a poem about it. That would show Gloria Palnick.He swallowed and said, “Why
were you in Bethany’s grave?”“How should I know?” she said. She was sitting across from him,
leaning against a concrete Buddha the size of a three-year-old, but much fatter and holier. Her
hair hung down over her face, just like a Japanese horror movie. “What do you think, that



Bethany and I swapped coffins, just for fun?”“Is Bethany like you?” Miles said. “Does she have
weird hair and follow people around and scare them just for fun?”“No,” the dead girl said through
her hair. “Not for fun. But what’s wrong with having a little fun? It gets dull. And why should we
stop having fun, just because we’re dead? It’s not all demon cocktails and Scrabble down in the
old bardo, you know?”“You know what’s weird?” Miles said. “You sound like her. Bethany. You say
the same kind of stuff.”“It was dumb to try to get your poems back,” said the dead girl. “You can’t
just give something to somebody and then take it back again.”“I just miss her,” Miles said. He
began to cry.After a while, the dead girl got up and came over to him. She took a big handful of
her hair and wiped his face with it. It was soft and absorbent and it made Miles’s skin crawl. He
stopped crying, which might have been what the dead girl was hoping. “Go home,” she
said.Miles shook his head. “No,” he finally managed to say. He was shivering like crazy.“Why
not?” the dead girl said.“Because I’ll go home and you’ll be there, waiting for me.”“I won’t,” the
dead girl said. “I promise.”“Really?” Miles said.“I really promise,” said the dead girl. “I’m sorry I
teased you, Miles.”“That’s okay,” Miles said. He got up and then he just stood there, looking
down at her. He seemed to be about to ask her something, and then he changed his mind. She
could see this happen, and she could see why, too. He knew he ought to leave now, while she
was willing to let him go. He didn’t want to fuck up by asking something impossible and obvious
and stupid. That was okay by her. She couldn’t be sure that he wouldn’t say something that
would rile up her hair. Not to mention the tattoo. She didn’t think he’d noticed when her tattoo
had started getting annoyed.“Good-bye,” Miles said at last. It almost looked as if he wanted her
to shake his hand, but when she sent out a length of her hair, he turned and ran. It was a little
disappointing. And the dead girl couldn’t help but notice that he’d left his shoes and his bike
behind.The dead girl walked around the cabin, picking things up and putting them down again.
She kicked the Monopoly box, which was a game that she’d always hated. That was one of the
okay things about being dead, that nobody ever wanted to play Monopoly.At last she came to
the statue of St. Francis, whose head had been knocked right off during an indoor game of
croquet a long time ago. Bethany Baldwin had made St. Francis a lumpy substitute Ganesh head
out of modeling clay. You could lift that clay elephant head off, and there was a hollow space
where Miles and Bethany had left secret things for each other. The dead girl reached down her
shirt and into the cavity where her more interesting and useful organs had once been (she had
been an organ donor). She’d put Miles’s poetry in there for safekeeping.She folded up the
poetry, wedged it inside St. Francis, and fixed the Ganesh head back on. Maybe Miles would find
it someday. She would have liked to see the look on his face.We don’t often get a chance to see
our dead. Still less often do we know them when we see them. Mrs. Baldwin’s eyes opened. She
looked up and saw the dead girl and smiled. She said, “Bethany.”Bethany sat down on her
mother’s bed. She took her mother’s hand. If Mrs. Baldwin thought Bethany’s hand was cold, she
didn’t say so. She held on tightly. “I was dreaming about you,” she told Bethany. “You were in an
Andrew Lloyd Webber musical.”“It was just a dream,” Bethany said.Mrs. Baldwin reached up and
touched a piece of Bethany’s hair with her other hand. “You’ve changed your hair,” she said. “I



like it.”They were both silent. Bethany’s hair stayed very still. Perhaps it felt flattered.“Thank you
for coming back,” Mrs. Baldwin said at last.“I can’t stay,” Bethany said.Mrs. Baldwin held her
daughter’s hand tighter. “I’ll go with you. That’s why you’ve come, isn’t it? Because I’m dead
too?”Bethany shook her head. “No. Sorry. You’re not dead. It’s Miles’s fault. He dug me up.”“He
did what?” Mrs. Baldwin said. She forgot the small, lowering unhappiness of discovering that she
was not dead after all.“He wanted his poetry back,” Bethany said. “The poems he gave me.”“That
idiot,” Mrs. Baldwin said. It was exactly the sort of thing she expected of Miles, but only with the
advantage of hindsight, because how could you really expect such a thing. “What did you do to
him?”“I played a good joke on him,” Bethany said. She’d never really tried to explain her
relationship with Miles to her mother. It seemed especially pointless now. She wriggled her
fingers, and her mother instantly let go of Bethany’s hand.Being a former Buddhist, Mrs. Baldwin
had always understood that when you hold onto your children too tightly, you end up pushing
them away instead. Except that after Bethany had died, she wished she’d held on a little tighter.
She drank up Bethany with her eyes. She noted the tattoo on Bethany’s arm with both
disapproval and delight. Disapproval, because one day Bethany might regret getting a tattoo of a
cobra that wrapped all the way around her bicep. Delight, because something about the tattoo
suggested Bethany was really here. That this wasn’t just a dream. Andrew Lloyd Webber
musicals were one thing. But she would never have dreamed that her daughter was alive again
and tattooed and wearing long, writhing, midnight tails of hair.“I have to go,” Bethany said. She
had turned her head a little, towards the window, as if she were listening for something far
away.“Oh,” her mother said, trying to sound as if she didn’t mind. She didn’t want to ask: Will you
come back? She was a lapsed Buddhist, but not so very lapsed, after all. She was still working
to relinquish all desire, all hope, all self. When a person like Mrs. Baldwin suddenly finds that her
life has been dismantled by a great catastrophe, she may then hold on to her belief as if to a life
raft, even if the belief is this: that one should hold on to nothing. Mrs. Baldwin had taken her
Buddhism very seriously, once, before substitute teaching had knocked it out of her.Bethany
stood up. “I’m sorry I wrecked the car,” she said, although this wasn’t completely true. If she’d still
been alive, she would have been sorry. But she was dead. She didn’t know how to be sorry
anymore. And the longer she stayed, the more likely it seemed that her hair would do something
truly terrible. Her hair was not good Buddhist hair. It did not love the living world or the things in
the living world, and it did not love them in an utterly unenlightened way. There was nothing of
light or enlightenment about Bethany’s hair. It knew nothing of hope, but it had desires and
ambitions. It’s best not to speak of those ambitions. As for the tattoo, it wanted to be left alone.
And to be allowed to eat people, just every once in a while.When Bethany stood up, Mrs.
Baldwin said suddenly, “I’ve been thinking I might give up substitute teaching.”Bethany waited.“I
might go to Japan to teach English,” Mrs. Baldwin said. “Sell the house, just pack up and go. Is
that okay with you? Do you mind?”Bethany didn’t mind. She bent over and kissed her mother on
her forehead. She left a smear of cherry ChapStick. When she had gone, Mrs. Baldwin got up
and put on her bathrobe, the one with white cranes and frogs. She went downstairs and made



coffee and sat at the kitchen table for a long time, staring at nothing. Her coffee got cold and she
never even noticed.The dead girl left town as the sun was coming up. I won’t tell you where she
went. Maybe she joined the circus and took part in daring trapeze acts that put her hair to good
use, kept it from getting bored and plotting the destruction of all that is good and pure and lovely.
Maybe she shaved her head and went on a pilgrimage to some remote lamasery and came back
as a superhero with a dark past and some kick-ass martial-arts moves. Maybe she sent her
mother postcards from time to time. Maybe she wrote them as part of her circus act, using the
tips of her hair, dipping them into an inkwell. These postcards, not to mention her calligraphic
scrolls, are highly sought after by collectors nowadays. I have two.Miles stopped writing poetry
for several years. He never went back to get his bike. He stayed away from graveyards and also
from girls with long hair. The last I heard, he had a job writing topical haikus for the Weather
Channel. One of his best-known haikus is the one about tropical storm Suzy. It goes something
like this:A young girl passesin a hurry. Hair uncombed.Full of black devils.Wizards are always
hungry.THE WIZARDS OF PERFILTHE WOMAN WHO sold leech grass baskets and pickled
beets in the Perfil market took pity on Onion’s aunt. “On your own, my love?”Onion’s aunt
nodded. She was still holding out the earrings which she’d hoped someone would buy. There
was a train leaving in the morning for Qual, but the tickets were dear. Her daughter Halsa,
Onion’s cousin, was sulking. She’d wanted the earrings for herself. The twins held hands and
stared about the market.Onion thought the beets were more beautiful than the earrings, which
had belonged to his mother. The beets were rich and velvety and mysterious as pickled stars in
shining jars. Onion had had nothing to eat all day. His stomach was empty, and his head was full
of the thoughts of the people in the market: Halsa thinking of the earrings, the market woman’s
disinterested kindness, his aunt’s dull worry. There was a man at another stall whose wife was
sick. She was coughing up blood. A girl went by. She was thinking about a man who had gone to
the war. The man wouldn’t come back. Onion went back to thinking about the beets.“Just you to
look after all these children,” the market woman said. “These are bad times. Where’s your lot
from?”“Come from Labbit, and Larch before that,” Onion’s aunt said. “We’re trying to get to Qual.
My husband had family there. I have these earrings and these candlesticks.”The woman shook
her head. “No one will buy these,” she said. “Not for any good price. The market is full of refugees
selling off their bits and pieces.”Onion’s aunt said, “Then what should I do?” She didn’t seem to
expect an answer, but the woman said, “There’s a man who comes to the market today, who
buys children for the wizards of Perfil. He pays good money and they say that the children are
treated well.”All wizards are strange, but the wizards of Perfil are strangest of all. They build tall
towers in the marshes of Perfil, and there they live like anchorites in lonely little rooms at the top
of their towers. They rarely come down at all, and no one is sure what their magic is good for.
There are balls of sickly green fire that dash around the marshes at night, hunting for who knows
what, and sometimes a tower tumbles down and then the prickly reeds and marsh lilies that look
like ghostly white hands grow up over the tumbled stones and the marsh mud sucks the rubble
down.Everyone knows that there are wizard bones under the marsh mud and that the fish and



the birds that live in the marsh are strange creatures. They have got magic in them. Children
dare each other to go into the marsh and catch fish. Sometimes when a brave child catches a
fish in the murky, muddy marsh pools, the fish will call the child by name and beg to be released.
And if you don’t let that fish go, it will tell you, gasping for air, when and how you will die. And if
you cook the fish and eat it, you will dream wizard dreams. But if you let your fish go, it will tell
you a secret.This is what the people of Perfil say about the wizards of Perfil.Everyone knows that
the wizards of Perfil talk to demons and hate sunlight and have long twitching noses like rats.
They never bathe.Everyone knows that the wizards of Perfil are hundreds and hundreds of years
old. They sit and dangle their fishing lines out of the windows of their towers and they use magic
to bait their hooks. They eat their fish raw and they throw the fish bones out of the window the
same way that they empty their chamber pots. The wizards of Perfil have filthy habits and no
manners at all.Everyone knows that the wizards of Perfil eat children when they grow tired of
fish.This is what Halsa told her brothers and Onion while Onion’s aunt bargained in the Perfil
markets with the wizard’s secretary.The wizard’s secretary was a man named Tolcet and he
wore a sword in his belt. He was a black man with white-pink spatters on his face and across the
backs of his hands. Onion had never seen a man who was two colors.Tolcet gave Onion and his
cousins pieces of candy. He said to Onion’s aunt, “Can any of them sing?”Onion’s aunt indicated
that the children should sing. The twins, Mik and Bonti, had strong, clear soprano voices, and
when Halsa sang, everyone in the market fell silent and listened. Halsa’s voice was like honey
and sunlight and sweet water.Onion loved to sing, but no one loved to hear it. When it was his
turn and he opened his mouth to sing, he thought of his mother and tears came to his eyes. The
song that came out of his mouth wasn’t one he knew. It wasn’t even in a proper language and
Halsa crossed her eyes and stuck out her tongue. Onion went on singing.“Enough,” Tolcet said.
He pointed at Onion. “You sing like a toad, boy. Do you know when to be quiet?”“He’s quiet,”
Onion’s aunt said. “His parents are dead. He doesn’t eat much, and he’s strong enough. We
walked here from Larch. And he’s not afraid of witchy folk, begging your pardon. There were no
wizards in Larch, but his mother could find things when you lost them. She could charm your
cows so that they always came home.”“How old is he?” Tolcet said.“Eleven,” Onion’s aunt said,
and Tolcet grunted.“Small for his age.” Tolcet looked at Onion. He looked at Halsa, who crossed
her arms and scowled hard. “Will you come with me, boy?”Onion’s aunt nudged him. He
nodded.“I’m sorry for it,” his aunt said to Onion, “but it can’t be helped. I promised your mother I’d
see you were taken care of. This is the best I can do.”Onion said nothing. He knew his aunt
would have sold Halsa to the wizard’s secretary and hoped it was a piece of luck for her
daughter. But there was also a part of his aunt that was glad that Tolcet wanted Onion instead.
Onion could see it in her mind.Tolcet paid Onion’s aunt twenty-four brass fish, which was slightly
more than it had cost to bury Onion’s parents, but slightly less than Onion’s father had paid for
their best milk cow, two years before. It was important to know how much things were worth. The
cow was dead and so was Onion’s father.“Be good,” Onion’s aunt said. “Here. Take this.” She
gave Onion one of the earrings that had belonged to his mother. It was shaped like a snake. Its



writhing tail hooked into its narrow mouth, and Onion had always wondered if the snake was
surprised about that, to end up with a mouthful of itself like that, for all eternity. Or maybe it was
eternally furious, like Halsa.Halsa’s mouth was screwed up like a button. When she hugged
Onion good-bye, she said, “Brat. Give it to me.” Halsa had already taken the wooden horse that
Onion’s father had carved, and Onion’s knife, the one with the bone handle.Onion tried to pull
away, but she held him tightly, as if she couldn’t bear to let him go. “He wants to eat you,” she
said. “The wizard will put you in an oven and roast you like a suckling pig. So give me the earring.
Suckling pigs don’t need earrings.”Onion wriggled away. The wizard’s secretary was watching,
and Onion wondered if he’d heard Halsa. Of course, anyone who wanted a child to eat would
have taken Halsa, not Onion. Halsa was older and bigger and plumper. Then again, anyone who
looked hard at Halsa would suspect she would taste sour and unpleasant. The only sweetness
in Halsa was in her singing. Even Onion loved to listen to Halsa when she sang.Mik and Bonti
gave Onion shy little kisses on his cheek. He knew they wished the wizard’s secretary had
bought Halsa instead. Now that Onion was gone, it would be the twins that Halsa pinched and
bullied and teased.Tolcet swung a long leg over his horse. Then he leaned down. “Come on,
boy,” he said, and held his speckled hand out to Onion. Onion took it.The horse was warm and
its back was broad and high. There was no saddle and no reins, only a kind of woven harness
with a basket on either flank, filled with goods from the market. Tolcet held the horse quiet with
his knees, and Onion held on tight to Tolcet’s belt.“That song you sang,” Tolcet said. “Where did
you learn it?”“I don’t know,” Onion said. It came to him that the song had been a song that
Tolcet’s mother had sung to her son, when Tolcet was a child. Onion wasn’t sure what the words
meant because Tolcet wasn’t sure either. There was something about a lake and a boat,
something about a girl who had eaten the moon.The marketplace was full of people selling
things. From his vantage point Onion felt like a prince: as if he could afford to buy anything he
saw. He looked down at a stall selling apples and potatoes and hot leek pies. His mouth watered.
Over here was an incense seller’s stall, and there was a woman telling fortunes. At the train
station, people were lining up to buy tickets for Qual. In the morning a train would leave and
Onion’s aunt and Halsa and the twins would be on it. It was a dangerous passage. There were
unfriendly armies between here and Qual. When Onion looked back at his aunt, he knew it
would do no good, she would only think he was begging her not to leave him with the wizard’s
secretary, but he said it all the same: “Don’t go to Qual.”But he knew even as he said it that she
would go anyway. No one ever listened to Onion.The horse tossed its head. The wizard’s
secretary made a tch-tch sound and then leaned back in the saddle. He seemed undecided
about something. Onion looked back one more time at his aunt. He had never seen her smile
once in the two years he’d lived with her, and she did not smile now, even though twenty-four
brass fish was not a small sum of money and even though she’d kept her promise to Onion’s
mother. Onion’s mother had smiled often, despite the fact that her teeth were not particularly
good.“He’ll eat you,” Halsa called to Onion. “Or he’ll drown you in the marsh! He’ll cut you up into
little pieces and bait his fishing line with your fingers!” She stamped her foot.“Halsa!” her mother



said.“On second thought,” Tolcet said, “I’ll take the girl. Will you sell her to me instead?”“What?”
Halsa said.“What?” Onion’s aunt said.“No!” Onion said, but Tolcet drew out his purse again.
Halsa, it seemed, was worth more than a small boy with a bad voice. And Onion’s aunt needed
money badly. So Halsa got up on the horse behind Tolcet, and Onion watched as his bad-
tempered cousin rode away with the wizard’s servant.There was a voice in Onion’s head. It said,
“Don’t worry, boy. All will be well and all manner of things will be well.” It sounded like Tolcet, a
little amused, a little sad.There is a story about the wizards of Perfil and how one fell in love with
a church bell. First he tried to buy it with gold and then, when the church refused his money, he
stole it by magic. As the wizard flew back across the marshes, carrying the bell in his arms, he
flew too low and the devil reached up and grabbed his heel. The wizard dropped the church bell
into the marshes and it sank and was lost forever. Its voice is clappered with mud and moss, and
although the wizard never gave up searching for it and calling its name, the bell never answered
and the wizard grew thin and died of grief. Fishermen say that the dead wizard still flies over the
marsh, crying out for the lost bell.Everyone knows that wizards are pigheaded and come to bad
ends. No wizard has ever made himself useful by magic, or, if they’ve tried, they’ve only made
matters worse. No wizard has ever stopped a war or mended a fence. It’s better that they stay in
their marshes, out of the way of worldly folk like farmers and soldiers and merchants and
kings.“Well,” Onion’s aunt said. She sagged. They could no longer see Tolcet or Halsa. “Come
along, then.”They went back through the market and Onion’s aunt bought cakes of sweetened
rice for the three children. Onion ate his without knowing that he did so: since the wizard’s
servant had taken away Halsa instead, it felt as if there were two Onions, one Onion here in the
market and one Onion riding along with Tolcet and Halsa. He stood and was carried along at the
same time and it made him feel terribly dizzy. Market-Onion stumbled, his mouth full of rice, and
his aunt caught him by the elbow.“We don’t eat children,” Tolcet was saying. “There are plenty of
fish and birds in the marshes.”“I know,” Halsa said. She sounded sulky. “And the wizards live in
houses with lots of stairs. Towers. Because they think they’re so much better than anybody else.
So above the rest of the world.”“And how do you know about the wizards of Perfil?” Tolcet
said.“The woman in the market,” Halsa said. “And the other people in the market. Some are
afraid of the wizards and some think that there are no wizards. That they’re a story for children.
That the marshes are full of runaway slaves and deserters. Nobody knows why wizards would
come and build towers in the Perfil marsh, where the ground is like cheese and no one can find
them. Why do the wizards live in the marshes?”“Because the marsh is full of magic,” Tolcet
said.“Then why do they build the towers so high?” Halsa said.“Because wizards are curious,”
Tolcet said. “They like to be able to see things that are far off. They like to be as close as possible
to the stars. And they don’t like to be bothered by people who ask lots of questions.”“Why do the
wizards buy children?” Halsa said.“To run up and down the stairs,” Tolcet said, “to fetch them
water for bathing and to carry messages and to bring them breakfasts and dinners and lunches
and suppers. Wizards are always hungry.”“So am I,” Halsa said.“Here,” Tolcet said. He gave
Halsa an apple. “You see things that are in people’s heads. You can see things that are going to



happen.”“Yes,” Halsa said. “Sometimes.” The apple was wrinkled but sweet.“Your cousin has a
gift, too,” Tolcet said.“Onion?” Halsa said scornfully. Onion saw that it had never felt like a gift to
Halsa. No wonder she’d hidden it.“Can you see what is in my head right now?” Tolcet said.Halsa
looked and Onion looked, too. There was no curiosity or fear about in Tolcet’s head. There was
nothing. There was no Tolcet, no wizard’s servant. Only brackish water and lonely white birds
flying above it.It’s beautiful, Onion said.“What?” his aunt said in the market. “Onion? Sit down,
child.”“Some people find it so,” Tolcet said, answering Onion. Halsa said nothing, but she
frowned.Tolcet and Halsa rode through the town and out of the town gates onto the road that led
back toward Labbit and east, where there were more refugees coming and going, day and night.
They were mostly women and children and they were afraid. There were rumors of armies
behind them. There was a story that, in a fit of madness, the king had killed his youngest son.
Onion saw a chess game, a thin-faced, anxious, yellow-haired boy Onion’s age moving a black
queen across the board, and then the chess pieces scattered across a stone floor. A woman
was saying something. The boy bent down to pick up the scattered pieces. The king was
laughing. He had a sword in his hand and he brought it down and then there was blood on it.
Onion had never seen a king before, although he had seen men with swords. He had seen men
with blood on their swords.Tolcet and Halsa went away from the road, following a wide river,
which was less a river than a series of wide, shallow pools. On the other side of the river, muddy
paths disappeared into thick stands of rushes and bushes full of berries. There was a feeling of
watchfulness, and the cunning, curious stillness of something alive, something half-asleep and
half-waiting, a hidden, invisible humming, as if even the air were saturated with magic.“Berries!
Ripe and sweet!” a girl was singing out, over and over again in the market. Onion wished she
would be quiet. His aunt bought bread and salt and hard cheese. She piled them into Onion’s
arms.“It will be uncomfortable at first,” Tolcet was saying. “The marshes of Perfil are so full of
magic that they drink up all other kinds of magic. The only ones who work magic in the marshes
of Perfil are the wizards of Perfil. And there are bugs.”“I don’t want anything to do with magic,”
Halsa said primly.Again Onion tried to look in Tolcet’s mind, but again all he saw was the
marshes. Fat-petaled, waxy, white flowers and crouching trees that dangled their long brown
fingers as if fishing. Tolcet laughed. “I can feel you looking,” he said. “Don’t look too long or you’ll
fall in and drown.”“I’m not looking!” Halsa said. But she was looking. Onion could feel her looking,
as if she were turning a key in a door.The marshes smelled salty and rich, like a bowl of broth.
Tolcet’s horse ambled along, its hooves sinking into the path. Behind them, water welled up and
filled the depressions. Fat jeweled flies clung, vibrating, to the rushes, and once, in a clear pool
of water, Onion saw a snake curling like a green ribbon through water weeds soft as a cloud of
hair.“Wait here and watch Bonti and Mik for me,” Onion’s aunt said. “I’ll go to the train station.
Onion? Are you all right?”Onion nodded dreamily.Tolcet and Halsa rode farther into the marsh,
away from the road and the Perfil market and Onion. It was very different from the journey to
Perfil, which had been hurried and dusty and dry and on foot. Whenever Onion or one of the
twins stumbled or lagged behind, Halsa had rounded them up like a dog chasing sheep,



pinching and slapping. It was hard to imagine cruel, greedy, unhappy Halsa being able to pick
things out of other people’s minds, although she had always seemed to know when Mik or Bonti
had found something edible; where there might be a soft piece of ground to sleep; when they
should duck off the road because soldiers were coming.Halsa was thinking of her mother and
her brothers. She was thinking about the look on her father’s face when the soldiers had shot
him behind the barn; the earrings shaped like snakes; how the train to Qual would be blown up
by saboteurs. She meant to be on that train, she knew it. She was furious at Tolcet for taking her
away; at Onion, because Tolcet had changed his mind about Onion.Every now and then, while
he waited in the market for his aunt to come back, Onion could see the pointy roofs of the
wizards’ towers leaning against the sky as if they were waiting for him, just beyond the Perfil
market, and then the towers would recede, and he would go with them, and find himself again
with Tolcet and Halsa. Their path ran up along a canal of tarry water, angled off into thickets of
bushes bent down with bright yellow berries, and then returned. It cut across other paths, these
narrower and crookeder, overgrown and secret looking. At last they rode through a stand of
sweet-smelling trees and came out into a grassy meadow that seemed not much larger than the
Perfil market. Up close, the towers were not particularly splendid. They were tumbledown and so
close together one might have strung a line for laundry from tower to tower, if wizards had been
concerned with such things as laundry. Efforts had been made to buttress the towers; some had
long, eccentrically curving fins of strategically piled rocks. There were twelve standing towers
that looked as if they might be occupied. Others were half in ruins or were only piles of lichen-
encrusted rocks that had already been scavenged for useful building materials.Around the
meadow were more paths: worn, dirt paths and canals that sank into branchy, briary tangles,
some so low that a boat would never have passed without catching. Even a swimmer would have
to duck her head. Children sat on the ruined walls of toppled towers and watched Tolcet and
Halsa ride up. There was a fire with a thin man stirring something in a pot. Two women were
winding up a ball of rough-looking twine. They were dressed like Tolcet. More wizards’ servants,
Halsa and Onion thought. Clearly wizards were very lazy.“Down you go,” Tolcet said, and Halsa
gladly slid off the horse’s back. Then Tolcet got down and lifted off the harness and the horse
suddenly became a naked, brown girl of about fourteen years. She straightened her back and
wiped her muddy hands on her legs. She didn’t seem to care that she was naked. Halsa gaped
at her.The girl frowned. She said, “You be good, now, or they’ll turn you into something even
worse.”“Who?” Halsa said.“The wizards of Perfil,” the girl said, and laughed. It was a neighing,
horsey laugh. All of the other children began to giggle.“Oooh, Essa gave Tolcet a ride.”“Essa, did
you bring me back a present?”“Essa makes a prettier horse than she does a girl.”“Oh, shut up,”
Essa said. She picked up a rock and threw it. Halsa admired her economy of motion, and her
accuracy.“Oi!” her target said, putting her hand up to her ear. “That hurt, Essa.”“Thank you,
Essa,” Tolcet said. She made a remarkably graceful curtsy, considering that until a moment ago
she had had four legs and no waist to speak of. There was a shirt and a pair of leggings folded
and lying on a rock. Essa put them on. “This is Halsa,” Tolcet said to the others. “I bought her in



the market.”There was silence. Halsa’s face was bright red. For once she was speechless. She
looked at the ground and then up at the towers, and Onion looked, too, trying to catch a glimpse
of a wizard. All the windows of the towers were empty, but he could feel the wizards of Perfil, feel
the weight of their watching. The boggy ground under his feet was full of wizards’ magic and the
towers threw magic out like waves of heat from a stove. Magic clung even to the children and
servants of the wizards of Perfil, as if they had been marinated in it.“Come get something to eat,”
Tolcet said, and Halsa stumbled after him. There was a flat bread, and onions and fish. Halsa
drank water that had the faint, slightly metallic taste of magic. Onion could taste it in his own
mouth.“Onion,” someone said. “Bonti, Mik.” Onion looked up. He was back in the market and his
aunt stood there. “There’s a church nearby where they’ll let us sleep. The train leaves early
tomorrow morning.”After she had eaten, Tolcet took Halsa into one of the towers, where there
was a small cubby under the stairs. There was a pallet of reeds and a mothy wool blanket. The
sun was still in the sky. Onion and his aunt and his cousins went to the church, where there was
a yard where refugees might curl up and sleep a few hours. Halsa lay awake, thinking of the
wizard in the room above the stairs where she was sleeping. The tower was so full of wizards’
magic that she could hardly breathe. She imagined a wizard of Perfil creeping, creeping down
the stairs above her cubby, and although the pallet was soft, she pinched her arms to stay
awake. But Onion fell asleep immediately, as if drugged. He dreamed of wizards flying above the
marshes like white lonely birds.In the morning, Tolcet came and shook Halsa awake. “Go and
fetch water for the wizard,” he said. He was holding an empty bucket.Halsa would have liked to
say go and fetch it yourself, but she was not a stupid girl. She was a slave now. Onion was in her
head again, telling her to be careful. “Oh, go away,” Halsa said. She realized she had said this
aloud, and flinched. But Tolcet only laughed.Halsa rubbed her eyes and took the bucket and
followed him. Outside, the air was full of biting bugs too small to see. They seemed to like the
taste of Halsa. That seemed funny to Onion, for no reason that she could understand.The other
children were standing around the fire pit and eating porridge. “Are you hungry?” Tolcet said.
Halsa nodded. “Bring the water up and then get yourself something to eat. It’s not a good idea to
keep a wizard waiting.”He led her along a well-trodden path that quickly sloped down into a small
pool and disappeared. “The water is sweet here,” he said. “Fill your bucket and bring it up to the
top of the wizard’s tower. I have an errand to run. I’ll return before night-fall. Don’t be afraid,
Halsa.”“I’m not afraid,” Halsa said. She knelt down and filled the bucket. She was almost back to
the tower before she realized that the bucket was half empty again. There was a split in the
wooden bottom. The other children were watching her and she straightened her back. So it’s a
test, she said in her head, to Onion.You could ask them for a bucket without a hole in it, he said.I
don’t need anyone’s help, Halsa said. She went back down the path and scooped up a handful
of clayey mud where the path ran into the pool. She packed this into the bottom of the bucket
and then pressed moss down on top of the mud. This time the bucket held water.There were
three windows lined with red tiles on Halsa’s wizard’s tower, and a nest that some bird had built
on an outcropping of stone. The roof was round and red and shaped like a bishop’s hat. The



stairs inside were narrow. The steps had been worn down, smooth and slippery as wax. The
higher she went, the heavier the pail of water became. Finally she set it down on a step and sat
down beside it. Four hundred and twenty-two steps, Onion said. Halsa had counted five hundred
and ninety-eight. There seemed to be many more steps on the inside than one would have
thought, looking at the tower from outside. “Wizardly tricks,” Halsa said in disgust, as if she’d
expected nothing better. “You would think they’d make it fewer steps rather than more steps.
What’s the use of more steps?”When she stood and picked up the bucket, the handle broke in
her hand. The water spilled down the steps and Halsa threw the bucket after it as hard as she
could. Then she marched down the stairs and went to mend the bucket and fetch more water. It
didn’t do to keep wizards waiting.At the top of the steps in the wizard’s tower there was a door.
Halsa set the bucket down and knocked. No one answered and so she knocked again. She tried
the latch: the door was locked. Up here, the smell of magic was so thick that Halsa’s eyes
watered. She tried to look through the door. This is what she saw: a room, a window, a bed, a
mirror, a table. The mirror was full of rushes and light and water. A bright-eyed fox was curled up
on the bed, sleeping. A white bird flew through the unshuttered window, and then another and
another. They circled around and around the room and then they began to mass on the table.
One flung itself at the door where Halsa stood, peering in. She recoiled. The door vibrated with
peck and blows.
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atoney, “Finely Engineered, Off-the-Cuff Brilliance, Highly Engaging. Kelly Link is one of the
most brilliant writers of experimental sci-fi/fantasy/horror I have ever read (I have indeed read a
few). Her dialogue is natural but much more than "real life" conversation. Her prose is effortless;
she evokes place and plot, character and theme while never putting in an excess word, but
seeming to put in all the words there are, but also just the right ones, only the right ones. In "The
Faery Handbag," the narrator's grandmother claims she was born and raised in
"Baldeziwurlekistan." The narrator fusses that it isn't a real place. The grandmother responds,
"'They call it something else now...But I think it's important to remember where we come from. I
think it's only fair that I get to use Baldeziwurleki words [in Scrabble]. Your English is so much
better than me. Promise me something, mouthful of dumpling, a small, small thing. You'll
remember its real name. Baldeziwurlekistan. Now when I add that up, I get three hundred and
sixty-eight points. Could that be right?'" Might it become important for the narrator to keep this
promise? You'll have to see, but in any case, read Kelly Link's stories. Some are better than
others, but all of them are well-crafted, marvels to look at, if not to--never to--live in.”

Susan, “a great collection. I'm a big fan of KElly Link and own all of her collections of short
stories, so I was dissapointed that three of the stories in Pretty Monsters were recycled from
previous books. If you are considering buying the book, you should be aware of that. Had I
known I might have choosen to get the book from the library.... but maybe not, because I like to
support my favorite authors. However, most of the stories that are new are very good. I can see
a real difference in the new stories; they are definitely intended for broader appeal, but I'm okay
with that because the stories still have the Kelly Link "weird charm" to them. I lent this book to
some of my students and I've turned them into new fans, too. I'd like to see more from Kelly in
this new vein, as long as she doesn't stray too far from her original formula.”

Stephanie, “Brilliant & Magical. I love this book. Kelly Link is one of those absolutely adept
authors who can change how you view fiction. "Magic for Beginners" is nothing short of brilliant,
"The Wizards Perfil" is haunting, "The Faery Handbag" is utterly charming. I wish more people
were reading (and writing) YA fiction like this, these compelling stories are full of fantastical
happenings anchored by real angst, love, human curiosity, and humor. If you're looking at this as
a potential gift for a YA reader, GET IT. If you're looking for stories that will infuse a little bit of
magic into your life, GET IT. If you're looking for sexy smut, STAHP, you've browsed too far, you
know this is a YA book, right?”

Kristi DeMeester, “Beautiful and Haunting At Times. Rarely do I encounter a collection of short
stories that I can read in one sitting, but Pretty Monsters is one of those collections I gobbled up
in one bite. Link's voice is so incredibly well crafted from story to story that it's easy to disappear
into the worlds of Perfil or the Faery Handbag or an episode of The Library or Costa Rica.Ms.



Link has just earned herself a lifelong fan. I'd recommend this to anyone who likes a fairy tale
with a darker edge.”

Kentucky Girl, “Pretty Monsters: Kindle edition. I purchased a copy of Pretty Monsters based on
Caitlin Kiernan's recommendations in her Live Journal, and I'm so glad that I did. The stories are
immersive and leave me with the feeling that, when I pick them up again, they'll have somehow
continued on from the place they ended the last time I read them.My only complaint is that The
Cinderella Game is not included in the Kindle edition, as it is in the paperback edition.I'll
definitely be reading more of Ms. Link's work.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent. I was a bit worried after reading some of the reviews, but ended
up glad that I didn't let them stop me from checking this author out. I thoroughly enjoyed these
stories! 's. Link's style is crazy AND accessible, her stories pure fun. Several reviewers
complained about 's. Link's open-ended endings, but I liked that she doesn't always spell
everything out. Looking forward to reading more of her work!”

lilcreative, “Link Is An Author To Watch.... Kelly Link is just simply amazing. She's definitely one
of the authors to watch these days, and her tales never cease to intrigue and captivate me. With
Pretty Monsters she ups the ante even further, delivering some seriously wonderful tales. If
you're on the fence about this one, don't be - she delivers and then some. Click away, you won't
regret it.”

Murray, “Wonderful!. What a brilliant writer! Pretty Monsters collects six previously uncollected
Kelly Link stories with three reprints ("Magic for Beginners", "The Faery Handbag" and "The
Specialist's Hat" - three of her absolute best), chosen for being particularly suitable for a Young
Adult audience. Well, I'm twice the age of that audience, but I still loved this book, as I do Link's
two other collections (
  
Stranger Things Happen

  
  
     and 



  
Magic for Beginners

  
  
.)Kelly Link's writing is fresh, lively, witty, funny, laconic, imaginative, strange yet familiar,
humanly warm yet tragic as a genuine fairy tale, all wrapped up in a deceptively accessible
simplicity. So many of the stories in this volume capture perfectly the feeling of being on the
verge of adulthood, the subtleties of friendship, the difficulties of finding yourself, being caught in
the world's cruel indifference - all mixed up with aliens, monsters, magical TV shows,
werewolves and ghosts.A genuinely modern writer, and a genuinely unique writer. You can't
describe Link's stories, let alone review them. Dive in and buy it!”

James Kemp, “Gentle horror and very interesting stories. A collection of nine short stories with a
sort of urban fantasy/horror theme, although low key theme horror rather than scare you into
changing your pants horror. What they do is make you think about things. Almost all of the
stories could be very normal, with a slightly mentally off kilter protagonist, or there could be
something else there that you cannot quite see. A couple are straight fantasy, the Wizards of
Perfil, being a good fantasy story about wizards that buy children for a nefarious hidden
purpose.All of the stories are well crafted, and they all have a good premise that is well executed.
I didn’t feel that any of them were there just to make up the numbers. There was a level of variety
about them too, while all slightly other-worldly and on either a fantasy or horror theme, each
story was distinct and pursued a different idea.This was a semi-random purchase for me, I
picked it up from an amazon recommendation on a page I was looking at for something else. I
enjoyed it as a refreshing introduction to a new author.”

The book by Kelly Link has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 118 people have provided feedback.
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